Neuronal apoptosis inhibitory protein: Structural requirements for hippocalcin binding and effects on survival of NGF-dependent sympathetic neurons.
Neuronal apoptosis inhibitory protein (NAIP) has been linked to the inherited disease, spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), which occurs in children with degeneration of the motorneurons. In the nervous system, NAIP is expressed by specific classes of neurons including spinal motorneurons. Recently, NAIP was shown to interact with hippocalcin, which belongs to the neuronal calcium sensor (NCS) protein family. Here we have studied this interaction in more detail, using deletions and a mutagenesis of the third baculovirus inhibitory repeat (BIR) motif in NAIP, and functional assays for neuronal death. The results showed that specific amino acids and the zinc finger domain in BIR3 are needed for efficient interaction of NAIP with hippocalcin. Cotransfections of NAIP-BIR3 and hippocalcin resulted in translocation and colocalisation of the two proteins in neuroblastoma cells. This was accompanied by an enhanced resistance towards cell death induced by high levels of calcium. In contrast, expression of NAIP-BIR3 and hippocalcin in sympathetic neurons did not protect against death induced by nerve growth factor (NGF) withdrawal. The results demonstrate a functional interaction of hippocalcin with NAIP-BIR3, which in neuroblastoma cells leads to rescue of cells after high intracellular calcium, but which in sympathetic neurons had no significant effect. The results indicate that NAIP in conjunction with hippocalcin can affect the survival of some, but not all neural cells, and this interaction may play a role in the neurodegenerative processes in SMA, and possible other human disorders.